
 
 
 
 
C/C++ Developer Senior 
 
Come on an exci%ng journey with us, as we invite you to join the leading of the cybersecurity 
revolu%on. Hex-Rays, a pioneering technology-focused company with a rich heritage, is looking for a 
C/C++ Developer to strengthen its growing team At Hex-Rays, our mission is to develop soDware 
tools and address the ever-changing landscape of cybersecurity threats. 
 
WHY CHOOSE HEX-RAYS? 
 

• Hex-Rays is a pioneering soDware company, notable for developing the renowned reverse 
engineering tool, IDA (InteracNve Disassembler). 

• We have a history of consistent innovaNon and updates to our products. 
• Hex-Rays is posiNoned as a significant player in the realm of cybersecurity. Our tools, 

parNcularly IDA, play a crucial role in analyzing and understanding soDware, which is 
essenNal for idenNfying vulnerabiliNes and enhancing digital security. 

• We are a tech-focused company that is experiencing rapid growth. This suggests a dynamic 
and forward-thinking organiza%on, potenNally offering opportuniNes for professional 
development and innovaNon. 

 
LocaNon: Liège BE (full remote work possible for foreigners) 
 
For this posiNon as a C/C++ Developer, your tasks will be mainly to: 
 

• Design, develop, test, and maintain high-performance C/C++ applicaNons. 
• Focus on brainstorming and developing new products. 
• Implement and opNmize algorithms to ensure the highest level of soDware performance. 
• Work on bug fixing and improving applicaNon performance. 
• Proficiency in scripNng (especially Python) to customize analyses and automate tasks. 
• Ability to search for vulnerabiliNes and idenNfy security flaws in applicaNons and systems. 

 
To be able to achieve these tasks the requirements are: 
 

• Ideally 5 years of pracNcal and fluent knowledge in C/C++ 
• Bachelor's degree in computer science or equivalent pracNcal experience. 
• Take ini%a%ve, and parNcipate in making our soDware even more outstanding. 
• Having a real interest in low-level development. 

 
Enhance your career by joining our dynamic team. Consider working with the best in the industry, 
absorbing their experNse to amplify your own. Don't seJle for a job, live an adventure where your 
experience is valued with an a]racNve base salary, and tempNng performance bonuses. 
 
Ready to go further? Send your CV to jobs@hex-rays.com and let the journey begin. 
 
 
 


